Ascension Health

Recruitment Marketing

Challenge
Established in 1999 with the Systems Office in St. Louis, Ascension Health has over 70 facilities
delivering services in 20 states and the District of Columbia. Ascension Health is sponsored by
1) four provinces of the Daughters of Charity, 2) the Congregation of St. Joseph and 3) the
Sisters of St. Joseph of Carondelet. Because the Health Ministries are so large and
geographically spread out, Ascension decided to engage in a major business initiative to
standardize information flow, data and processes through a software system that enabled
operational data to be integrated with clinical data for the following departments:
1. Finance
2. Human Resources
3. Supply Chain Management
The creation of a shared services environment would improve quality and service, while
reducing costs. This was critical to the long-term sustainment of the healthcare ministry for
Ascension. Internally the program was branded Symphony. The program required an immediate
hiring blitz to put the Program Development Team in place (Team Leaders) from both internal
and external sources. It was planned to take up to 5 years for completion of the project.
Ascension expected to hire a minimum of 100 individuals for the following categories:
1. IT - 44
2. Finance, Human Resources, Supply Chain Management - 59

While Vice President, Recruitment at MediaCross, Inc., Connie Risby developed the strategy and
wrote the RFP to win the project and she managed the program.
Poster
Solution
Individuals from both internal and external sources were
recruited and hired for this initiative. The internal outreach
was an essential part of the marketing strategy targeting
internal employees from the various Health Ministries to work
on this initiative. Target audiences included:
► Information technology
► Finance
► Human Resources
► Supply Chain Management
Our strategy to support Symphony recruitment for Ascension
Health consisted of:
►

Developing a compelling recruitment message to
generate interest and motivate candidates to learn
about Symphony job opportunities: Lay the

groundwork for the future of Ascension Health. It all comes down to you. Your Talent.
Your Experience. Your Commitment.
►

Creating a recruitment microsite that all candidates – internal and external – were
directed to learn about Symphony, Ascension Health and the job opportunities available
for this program.

►

Marketing to internal mission services staff via e-mail blasts and developing an employee
referral program to reward current employees for any new hires that they refer to the
Symphony team.

►

Targeting external candidates at both the St. Louis and national area level using a variety
of outreach, social networking, and media lead generation tactics.
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Solution
Hiring goals were met and exceeded
with then the expected timeline.

